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Mode coupling and resonance instabilities in quasi-two-dimensional dust clusters
in complex plasmas
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Small quasi-two-dimensional dust clusters consisting of three to eleven particles are formed in an argon plasma
under varying rf power. Their normal modes are investigated through their mode spectra obtained from tracking
the particles’ thermal motion. Detailed coupling patterns between their horizontal and vertical modes are detected
for particle numbers up to 7 and discrete instabilities are found for dust clusters with particle number �9, as
predicted in previous theory on ion-flow induced mode coupling in small clusters. The instabilities are proven to
be induced by resonance between coupled horizontal and vertical normal modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mode coupling is of fundamental importance across a
variety of research fields including molecular chemical physics
[1–2], glass transition physics [3], fiber optic physics [4], geo-
physics [5], and plasma physics [6]. Normal modes produced
in an ideal linear system are independent of one another, i.e., no
interaction or energy transfer occurs between modes. Although
real-world systems are by nature nonlinear, many can be
modeled as a linear system plus a nonlinear perturbation. This
allows inspection of the interaction and/or energy transfer that
exists between modes, which have been related to fundamental
phenomena such as the intramolecular vibrational energy
redistribution observed in polyatomic molecules [1,2] and
increase in relaxation time of supercooled liquids [3].

Complex (dusty) plasma physics has seen increased at-
tention over the past two decades partly due to its ability to
act as an excellent model for the study of condensed matter
states at the kinetic level. Complex (dusty) plasma experiments
typically examine dust particles levitated within the plasma
sheath, where directional ion streaming occurs. This has
allowed examination of mode couplings between longitudinal
in-plane [7,8] and transverse out-of-plane dust lattice waves
(DLWs) [9–11] in large two-dimensional (2D) plasma crystals
[12–19]. The ambient ion flow and resulting ion wake field
behind the particles [20–24] can dramatically enhance such
coupling mechanisms from second (nonlinear) to first (linear)
order [18], allowing detection even at low amplitude particle
displacements. The subsequent increase in energy density is
observed in the thermal fluctuation spectrum at the intersection
between dispersion relations of the two DLWs, corresponding
to a resonance instability allowing melting of the plasma
crystal at low neutral gas pressures [16–19].

Dust clusters, on the other hand, are composed of a
finite number of dust particles. Their unique characteristics
allow them to exhibit ordered structures analogous to those
observed for finite numbers of ions or electrons in traps
[25,26]. Dynamic cluster properties are not described in
terms of wave modes but in terms of normal modes with
discrete frequencies. Coupling between horizontal (in-plane)
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[26–29] and vertical (out-of-plane) normal modes [30] has
been investigated theoretically for two to seven particles
[31–35]. The coupling process has been shown to be enhanced
by the ion wake field but, unlike the continuous high energy
density region at the intersection between the DLWs observed
in large crystals, a complex coupling pattern exists between
multiple horizontal and vertical modes even when the modes
are not in resonance. Such coupling occurs only between
modes having specified symmetries and obeying specific mode
coupling rules, similar to the mode coupling seen in polyatomic
molecules [1,2]. The instabilities created by the resonance
between two coupled modes are discrete due to the fact that
the normal modes are discrete in frequency [35].

In this paper, an experimental investigation of the normal
modes occurring within complex plasma in two-dimensional
(2D) and quasi-2D dust clusters is reported. Examination of
the mode spectra reveals detailed coupling patterns between
vertical and horizontal modes and the predicted discrete
resonance instabilities induced by these couplings [35] have
been detected.

II. METHOD

The experiment was carried out in a Gaseous Electronics
Conference rf reference cell [36]. The cell contains two
8-cm-diameter electrodes separated by a distance of 1.9 cm.
The lower electrode is powered at 13.56 MHz while the
upper ring-shaped electrode and chamber are grounded. A
20 mm × 18 mm × 18 mm (height × length × width) glass box
was placed on the lower electrode to create the confinement
potential needed to establish the dust clusters. All experiments
were conducted in argon plasma at 5 Pa employing rf powers
between 0.8 and 19 W. Melamine formaldehyde (MF) particles
(mass density of 1.51 g/cm3 and diameter of 8.89 ± 0.09 μm)
were used.

Under these conditions, 2D or quasi-2D dust clusters
consisting of three to eleven MF dust particles were formed
within the glass box at the balance point between the
gravitational force, interparticle force, and electric field forces
created by the lower electrode and the walls of the box.
Particles were illuminated using a horizontally fanned laser
sheet. Once the dust clusters were stabilized, top and side
views were recorded employing charge-coupled device (CCD)
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cameras running at 60 frames per second. The resulting image
series were analyzed employing particle tracking to obtain
each particle’s position and velocity within each frame. For
the small-particle-number clusters used in this experiment,
the particles seen in both top and side views were matched
using simple geometry. Normal mode spectra were then
obtained employing the technique described by Melzer [27],
where a time series of particle velocities is projected onto
the direction of the eigenvectors corresponding to each pure
mode (i.e., the eigenmodes calculated assuming a Yukawa
interaction). The normal mode power spectra were then
obtained through Fourier transformation, with a color (or gray
scale) representing the logarithm of the power spectral density.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the normal mode spectra for
three- and four-particle 2D clusters at rf powers of 2.32 and
1.60 W, respectively. The 2N (with N being the particle
number) modes from the left correspond to the horizontal
modes and the N modes from the right correspond to the
vertical modes. These modes can be symbolized using order
integers (m, n) following the conventions given in [30,35],
where the order integers m = 0,1,2, . . . are determined from

the circumferential period of the oscillation patterns (eigen-
vectors) and n = 1,2, . . . acts as the frequency index [Figs.
1(e) and 1(f)]. As the rf power changes, the vertical sloshing
mode frequency fz = ωz/2π also changes from �25 to 10 Hz
while the horizontal sloshing mode frequency remains at
approximately 5 Hz, i.e., showing a horizontal variation that
is negligible when compared to the vertical change. Similar
characteristics have been reported in [37,38]. These values
correspond to a vertical confinement coefficient E′

z (defined by
E′

z = mω2
z/q, where q is the dust particle charge determined as

described below) between 7.38 × 106 and 1.18 × 106 V/m−2,
and E′

x(y) ≈ 2.95 × 105 V/m−2. Thus, as the rf power is
decreased, the vertical mode frequencies decrease while the
change in the horizontal mode frequencies is negligible,
allowing the overlap between horizontal and vertical mode
branches to be controlled and resonances between the normal
modes to be investigated.

Since the interparticle potential in the horizontal direction
is known to be well described by a Debye-Hückel, or Yukawa
potential [39,40], the particle charge and screening length can
be estimated by fitting the horizontal spectral lines with their
corresponding mode frequencies [represented by the solid
dots in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] as theoretically calculated self-
consistently employing the dynamic matrix for a parabolically

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a), (b) Normal mode spectra obtained experimentally for three- and four-particle clusters at rf powers of (a) 2.32 and
(b) 1.60 W. Dots represent theoretically calculated mode frequencies. (c), (d) Normal mode spectra obtained from simulation with parameters
matching those measured in (a) and (b). (e), (f) Mode eigenvectors for clusters corresponding to (a) and (b), where the horizontal (vertical)
modes are shown at the top (bottom). The solid lines shown in (a), (b) and (e), (f) connect coupled modes.
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confined Yukawa system [41,42] (the confinement coefficients
are determined by the sloshing mode frequencies), combined
with the force balance equation. Using this technique, the
charge on the particles for this experiment was found to be
q = 11 600 ± 1000e with a screening length in the range
λD = 200−400 μm.

Coupling between horizontal and vertical modes can
be identified following the method outlined in [34,35] by
detecting multiple modes having the same spectral frequency.
For example, in a three-particle cluster, Fig. 1(a), at the
frequency of the horizontal “kink” mode [h(1,2), mode
number 4], f � 6 Hz, a light spectral line corresponding to the
vertical relative mode [v(1,1), mode number 7] can be seen.
This implies that this mode is no longer a pure h(1,2) mode,
but rather a mode with mixed polarization, consisting of both
h(1,2) and v(1,1) components. Similarly, at the v(1,1) mode
frequency f � 8.5 Hz, a spectral line corresponding to h(1,2)
mode can be found. Thus, the h(1,2) and v(1,1) modes are
mutually coupled to each other. With this method, two mutual
couplings, h(1,2)v(1,1) and h(2,1)v(2,1), for the four-particle
cluster were identified, as predicted in previous numerical
simulations [35].

The primary difference between current experimental data
and previous simulations is that the confinement in the x and
y directions in the experiment are slightly different, creating
a loss of degeneracy between some modes. For this reason an
N -body code [35] was employed to simulate conditions having
slightly different x and y confinements. Following [35], the
ion wake field is taken into account using the point charge
model [12–15,32–35,37,43]. Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show the
normal mode spectra obtained from this simulation, with the
particle charge, screening length, and x, y, and z confinement
equal to those measured under conditions corresponding to
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The magnitude qm and distance lm of the
point charge below any actual particle are set to be q/2 and
λD/3, respectively, values chosen to be in agreement with the
majority of current theoretical ion wake field models [20–24].
Comparing Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) with Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) it is
seen that an excellent match is found between the coupling
patterns obtained from experiment and simulation, even for
this simple model of the ion wake field.

Unlike three- and four-particle dust clusters, which form
hollow triangular or square structures, clusters with particle

number 5–8 exhibit a stable structure with one particle at the
center surrounded by N − 1 particles (for N = 5, this is a
metastable structure). Under the current experimental setup,
the center particle is positioned only slightly below the outer
particles when the rf power is higher, but lowers distinctly as
the rf power decreases. Therefore, for five to eight particles, the
rf power cannot be lowered enough to allow overlap between
the horizontal and vertical spectral branches without loss of
the cluster’s 2D nature.

Nevertheless, detection of horizontal-vertical mode cou-
plings is still feasible for five- to eight-particle clusters while
retaining their 2D characteristics at higher rf powers (>7 W),
where the horizontal and vertical branches are well separated
in their mode spectra. As a representative example, Fig. 2(a)
shows the mode spectra for a seven-particle cluster. Since
the coupling strength between the horizontal and vertical
modes is now much weaker, the overall intensity of the mode
spectra has been enhanced in order to bring out the fainter
details. In this case, spectral lines caused by mode couplings
on the horizontal side (mode numbers 1 − 2N ) cannot be
detected since the horizontal thermal motion (with average
particle velocity greater than 2 × 10−4 m/s) and external
perturbation (such as an integral rotation of the cluster) is
strong enough to dominate the coupling signals. On the other
hand, there is less thermal motion (with average particle
velocity less than 1.5 × 10−4 m/s) and external perturbation
in the vertical direction. Thus clear spectral lines can be
seen on the vertical side (mode numbers 2N + 1 to 3N )
allowing the identification of the mode couplings. The the-
oretically predicted h(1,2)v(1,1), h(2,1)v(2,1), h(3,1)v(3,1),
h(1,3)v(1,1), h(2,2)v(2,1), and h(0,2)v(0,2) mode couplings
can be seen clearly in Fig. 2(a) and an excellent match with the
coupling pattern obtained from simulation, Fig. 2(b) is again
found.

As defined in [35], mode couplings can be classified as one
of three types. Type I represents a nonmutual coupling with one
of the coupled modes being a sloshing mode, while Types II
and III both represent mutual couplings. Types I and III create
resonance instabilities while Type II does not. Type I coupling
was not detected in the current experiment, in agreement with
the prediction that this type of coupling is much weaker than
Types II and III (i.e., the spectral lines are easily dominated by
noise).

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Normal mode spectra for a seven-particle cluster at rf power of 17.2 W. The solid lines shown connect coupled
modes. (b) Normal mode spectra obtained from simulation with parameters matching those measured in (a).
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Simulation in [35] also predicted no instability-inducing
(Type III) coupling for clusters with N < 5, in agreement with
our observation. However, the resonance instabilities predicted
for clusters with 5 � N � 8 were not observed in the current
experiment. This can be explained by the large vertical spread
for five- to eight-particle clusters at low rf powers when the
vertical and horizontal spectral branches overlap as mentioned
above, making the theory employed in [35], which is based on
a 2D model, no longer applicable.

On the other hand, instabilities for larger clusters with
N > 8 were observed. One characteristic of the resonance
instabilities predicted, which is unique to small clusters, is
their discreteness [35]. This discreteness can clearly be seen in
the current experiment as the rf power changes. For example, a
nine-particle dust cluster remains stable for rf powers >15 W.
However, as the rf power is decreased to approximately 13 W,
an instability occurs, as identified by particle trajectories
[Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)]. As the power is decreased further,
the system gradually returns to a stable configuration at
approximately 9 W, reaching a second instability near 6 W.
Finally, a third stable regime appears at a plasma power
of approximately 4 W, followed by a third instability at
approximately 2.7 W, which eventually splits the system into
two layers losing its quasi-2D structure.

Figure 3 shows the mode spectra for a representative
nine-particle cluster at the onset of the first two of these
instabilities, the stable state between them, and the particle

trajectories viewed from the top and side. The instabilities,
which can be seen in the particle trajectories, are reflected in
the increase in both the horizontal and vertical motion. This is
a signature of instabilities created by resonance between two
mutually coupled horizontal and vertical modes. This simul-
taneous excitation of horizontal and vertical oscillations also
agrees with both previous theoretical results and experimental
observations for large plasma crystals [15–19].

Comparing mode spectra for stable and unstable clusters,
it can be seen that the latter exhibit a clear cascade of energy
density passing through the horizontal and vertical branches,
while the former shows no such cascades. Meanwhile, mode
spectra for the unstable clusters show “hot spots” at the inter-
sections between the cascade and the horizontal and vertical
branches, exhibiting dramatic energy density enhancements
at a horizontal and a vertical mode with the same frequency
[e.g., mode number 16 and 19 in Fig. 3(a) and mode number
16 and 26 in Fig. 3(c)], direct evidence that these instabilities
are caused by a resonance between two coupled modes. A
closer look at the excited modes appearing in Fig. 3(a) is
provided by comparing their eigenvectors (oscillation patterns)
with the particle trajectories (Fig. 4). Both the horizontal and
vertical trajectories of the particles match their directions in
the eigenvectors, showing that the particle motion is indeed
dominated by the excited modes.

The fact that cascades appear in the mode spectra for
clusters with as few as nine particles indicates that this

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a)–(c) The mode spectra of a nine-particle cluster at rf powers of (a) 11.5, (b) 7.5, and (c) 5.2 W. (d)–(i) The particle
trajectories from top and side views for clusters in (a)–(c).
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The (a) horizontal and (b) vertical particle
trajectories for a nine-particle cluster at rf power of 11.5 W.
Displacements from equilibrium positions are magnified by a factor
of 5 in order for the trajectories to be seen more clearly. Particle
positions as a function of time are indicated by the intensity of the
markers, going from light to dark. The time interval between adjacent
positions is 0.167 s. Insets in (a) and (b) are the eigenvectors of the
excited horizontal and vertical modes, respectively.

is not a phenomenon unique to large systems [17–19]. It
appears to agree with the argument that such cascades are
a nonlinear effect given the second harmonic seen at double
the resonant frequency. Thus, the cascade could be caused by
a chain resonance between multiple horizontal and vertical
coupled modes. Other cascades were observed which are not
similar to anything found previously in either experiment or
theory, for example, the horizontal band above the horizontal
spectral lines in Fig. 2(a) at f � 22 Hz. The origin of
this remains unclear and requires further investigation. One
possible candidate could be a nonharmonic resonance existing
between two modes having integer frequency ratios, similar to
the Fermi resonance observed in a polyatomic molecule [1,2].

The gas pressure of 5 Pa used in this experiment results
in a drag coefficient (i.e., damping rate) of �7.4 s−1. To
test the effect of such damping on instabilities, simulations
employing a drag coefficient of zero and 7.4 s−1 were run
for a nine-particle cluster with all other parameters equal to
those measured under conditions corresponding to Fig. 3(a),
and qm = q/2 and lm = λD/3. With a zero drag coefficient,
particle oscillation grows rapidly and the cluster structure is
quickly broken. The growth rate of the particle oscillation
was measured to be �3.9 s−1 by exponential fit. For a
drag coefficient of 7.4 s−1, the particle oscillation grows
asymptotically and the cluster structure remains unbroken, as
observed experimentally. This growth occurs for the same two
oscillation modes shown in Fig. 4, again exhibiting the same
instability as observed in experiment. Therefore, simulation

in combination with experiment suggests that for a drag
coefficient higher than, but on the same order as, the growth
rate of the instability, the increase in particle oscillation can
still be seen, but the cluster structure remains intact.

The vertical spread within the clusters, which is a measure
of deviation from an ideal 2D system, creates the primary
experimental error. As mentioned previously, the vertical
spread found in five- to eight-particle clusters may well explain
the fact that no instabilities were observed for clusters of this
size. For larger clusters (e.g., nine particles), the vertical spread
can increase to as much as 15% of the horizontal diameter at
the lowest rf power. This deviation creates effects not easily
explained by a 2D mode coupling model. For example, the
central particles, which are positioned lower than the plane
defined by the particles comprising the rest of the cluster,
vibrate more strongly than do the outer particles [Figs. 3(e)
and 3(i)] due to the so-called Schweigert mechanism [43].
This results in an abnormal energy density enhancement (“hot
spot”) such as the 19th mode in Fig. 3(c) and which is not at the
intersection between the cascade and vertical mode branch.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, 2D or quasi-2D dust clusters consisting of
three to eleven particles formed in an argon plasma across
a rf power regime between 0.8 and 19 W were examined
with individual particle motions tracked to obtain the clusters’
normal mode spectra. Coupling patterns between horizontal
and vertical modes were detected and found to be in excellent
agreement with theoretical predictions for clusters having
particle numbers up to 7. Discrete instabilities, also predicted
theoretically, were observed for dust clusters with particle
numbers N � 9 as the rf power varied. Inspection of the
resulting normal mode spectra and comparison between
particle trajectories with mode eigenvectors both indicate
these instabilities are caused by resonances between coupled
horizontal and vertical modes. This observation of mode
coupling patterns and resulting discrete instabilities not only
serves as direct proof of the theory for ion-flow induced
mode coupling in small clusters, but also opens the possibility
for using dust clusters to investigate mode interactions on
the kinetic level in other finite systems, for example, in the
semiclassical study of polyatomic molecules.
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